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SIGNATURE SERIES PRODUCT LINEUP
EXCLUSIVELY AVAILABLE & IN STOCK AT ALL HME LOCATIONS

MEET THE HME SIGNATURE SERIES

HME is proud to launch the HME Signature product line with five (5) flagship products described in 
this brochure. Each has been locally sourced and tested, and is exclusively distributed through HME.

Robert Boscacci & Cameron Fleming
Co-Presidents of HME

We profoundly and whole-heartedly hope you enjoy these products. 

Sincerely,

Products are designed, manufactured, and distributed by locally-owned and locally-sourced 
Canadian companies.

1.

Site tours are undertaken to ensure a close relationship with the manufacturers who create 
and add value to this unique line of high-quality products.

2.

Products are tested annually by HME.4.

All HME Signature products offer the best quality and provide a minimum one-year 
warranty to guarantee product satisfaction.

3.

HME Signature products are stocked in all HME locations.5.

HME is dedicated to providing our clients with the very best products. Over the course of 25 years, 
HME has been at the forefront of delivering, servicing, and managing medical products for clients in 
communities across British Columbia.

In 2020, the founders of HME, Robert and Cameron, designed HME’s signature line of products to 
meet the above precepts. They believe that every product in the HME Signature Series must align with 
the following commitments and ideals:

By working with diverse groups of clients and families in many unique situations, HME has found that 
many people want is locally-made products that deliver optimal quality and superior value.



HME POSITIONING SLING

The black Spacer fabric allows the sling to be:
Breathable through a knitted polyester fabric
Have multidirectional stretch helping to distribute pressure and mould to the user
Water permeable, making the material an excellent option for bathing

Designed for supine transfers, as well as repositioning a client 
in bed, it can also be used to turn someone onto their side. A 
positioning sling is available with or without elastics and handles 
and can be used with any compatible ceiling lift that accepts 
loop-style slings.

Size: 42” x 78” Sling Fabric: Spacer

MSRP $385SKU: 116302HME

HME LTC 9000 MATTRESS

Firmness:
Firmness may be adjusted to suit patients’ 
needs. Medium-firm viscoelastic foam 
– conforms to body contours, providing 
superior pressure redistribution

Pressure Distribution:
The optimum choice for individuals at risk 
of pressure sore development, which may 
be caused by air-filled or gel inserts that 
over time may change location. 
Gel-in foam – Gel-infused viscoelastic foam 
provides superior pressure distribution plus 
the cooling effect of the gel

Temperature:
It is the best choice for preventing heat 
build-up and sweating caused by gel or 
air-filled inserts.

Transfers:
Optimal for bedside stability – it prevents 
entrapment from full-height transfer borders.  
6-inch transfer border adds firmness along 
sides.

Bed Mobility:
Will vary depending on the inserts selected. 
The viscoelastic top layer may impair bed 
mobility for some individuals.

Our versatile design allows for multiple configurations to meet 
specific patient needs. The mattress uses a combination of 
interchangeable foam and/or air inserts to optimize care and 
comfort. Additionally, a removable fluid-proof, non-allergenic, 
antibacterial, anti-microbial ‘single envelope’ cover protects 
internal components and ensures easy cleaning.

MSRP $1,275SKU: LTCAP6SQ4G-60



HME’s Tilt Chair program offers rentals, starting day one, to clients – with 100% of the fee going towards the buyout of 
any tilt wheelchair. Additionally, 50% of the second, third, and fourth months’ rental also may be applied to a buyout. 
This program includes a choice between three different tilt chairs and two cushion options for the Bronze and Silver 
packages. More cushion options are available for the Gold package. Free delivery and setup are also included.

Basic Tilt Wheelchair Rental: $260/month

Fuze T50 + Zentury Cushion Buyout: MSRP $4,295 SKU: HMET50TILTFOAM

Fuze T50 + ROHO Cushion Buyout: MSRP $4,495 SKU: HMET50TILTROHO

The Fuze T50 Manual Tilt Wheelchair provides 50 degrees of tilt and a zero-center 
of gravity shift. A unique tilt system makes it look and feel like a high-end ultra-
light-weight wheelchair. The Fuze T50 is easily maneuverable either in-tilt or out-of-
tilt, providing the user with increased independence.

SILVER PACKAGE: Fuze T50 Tilt Wheelchair

Buyout pricing based on cushion combined with package since other premium 
cushion are also offered in this package.

The IRIS features a rotational tilt design based on the idea of a seat-frame that 
rotates around a user’s centre-of-gravity. Combined with up to 55 degrees of 
posterior rotation and hi-resolution adjustment, this provides the ultimate in control, 
maneuverability, and stability.

Premium Tilt Wheelchair Rental: $325/month

GOLD PACKAGE: IRIS Tilt Wheelchair

Premium Tilt Wheelchair Rental: $325/month
Designed to provide pressure relief, improved positioning, and independence, the 
Stellar GL is a manual tilt-in-space wheelchair that offers up to 45° of tilt while 
maintaining low occupant knee rise. This permits it to be maneuvered under tables, 
even while in tilt.

Stellar GL + Zentury Cushion Buyout: MSRP $3,995 SKU: HMESTELLARTILTFOAM

Stellar GL + ROHO Cushion Buyout: MSRP $4,295 SKU: HMESTELLARTILTROHO

BRONZE PACKAGE: Stellar GL Tilt Wheelchair

ROHO Cushion Zentury Cushion

HME TILT CHAIR PACKAGES HME MOVE WHEELCHAIR PACKAGES
The HME MOVE Wheelchair offers superior value and HME now offers it in two different 

packages. Readily available, these packages can ship within five (5) business days.

1 x HME MOVE Wheelchair
1 x Tension Adjustable Backrest
1 x NXT Biofit Cushion

$2,850 PACKAGE
1 x HME MOVE Wheelchair
1 x NXT Xtend Backrest
1 x NXT Biofit Cushion

$3,200 PACKAGE

SKU: HMEMOVE2020

NXT Biofit Cushion:
Soft density top layer for comfort and immersion
SmartGEL Infused Visco Technology reduces head buildup critical to minimize 
skin integrity issues
Medium Density Viso Foam provides improved support, positioning, and immersion
Firm HR Moulded Layer for support, stability, and durability with SIT Technology

Tension Adjustable Backrest:
2″ straps for better pressure distribution and ultimate comfort
Larger back cane side foam protector
Wider adjustment range
One-hand adjustment

NXT Xtend Backrest:
Built-in height adjustment, allows back height and lateral contour height to be set
Two-piece lightweight aluminum shell
Adjustable upper section allows for optimal lateral thoracic support
Fixed lower section supports the pelvis
Scapula cut-out shape

Rigid unibody frame

Vertical axle plate
Ultra rigid folding system

Seat Width: 14″ – 22″

Weight Limit: 265 lbs. / 350 lbs.
Seat Depth: 16″ – 20″

Transport Weight: 14 lb.

HME MOVE Wheelchair:

The HME MOVE Wheelchair meets every objective with regards to lightness and
quality, and yet remains the most accessible, folding wheelchair in our product line.



HME OVERBED TABLE

30″L x 15″W x 0.75″DTable Top Dimensions

28″- 40″Height Adjustment

26″L x 15.5″WBase Dimensions

22 lbProduct Weight

25 lbProduct Weight Capacity

The HME Professional Series Overbed Table is 100% Canadian 
manufactured. This overbed table is height adjustable, making it 
perfect for users when reading, writing or eating.

Features anattractive walnut, wood-grain laminate top with 
molded edge for damage protection. Includes casters to ensure 
smooth mobility.

MSRP $195SKU: HMEOVERBED

HME SIGNATURE SERIES
Locally sourced, tested, and exclusively distributed.

Through the HME Signature Series line, HME aims to 
continually add valuable, exclusive, and tested prod-
ucts readily available to clients. By streamlining our 
core product offering into a unique line, HME will be 
able to deliver optimal quality and superior value. 

With local manufacturing, HME will be supporting 
other local businesses while having close quality 
control measures in place to ensure the best prod-
ucts being delivered to our clients. 



www.HMEBC.comInfo@HMEBC.com

RICHMOND
(604) 821-0075

#130 - 4011 Viking Way
Richmond, BC V6V 2K9

SURREY
(604) 535-5768

#104 - 3577 194TH Street
Surrey, BC V3S 0L5

VICTORIA
(250) 386-0075

#101 - 2657 Wilfert Road
Victoria, BC V9B 5Z3

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL SALES REPRESENTATIVE


